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How often has it been [necessary] to inflict Corporeal punishment by the Keeper On the prisoners

Answer by Prisoner Keeper in the Year 1810 13 prisoners were whipped 10 Stripes each In the last 3 years that Capt Clark was committed Keeper of the Prison he punished very few By whipping

What is a days work of [Nails] answer by overseer – 9 [²] 8d 11 10d 10 12d 15 20d

Question to Keeper Are the [visitands²] at New Gate Suffered to go down into the Caves without some one of the Guard to attend upon and Watch them

Answer No one is suffered to go Into the [caverns] without some one One of the guard generally [one] of the noncommissioned officers

---

¹ Symbols for British monies: s for shillings, d for pence.
² Meaning visitor or temporary resident